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As highlighted in our last Market Commentary, we have been expecting equity market volatility to 
return to more normal levels on the backdrop of rising interest rates.  The combination of increased 
equity volatility and rising interest rates is a rare market environment, as rates tend to fall when 
equity markets get more volatile; however, we believe that the extensive central bank intervention 
since the financial crisis has caused the equity and bond markets to be more closely linked than they 
have been in the past. Both equity volatility and interest rates rose over the first quarter of 2018, and 
we expect this environment is going to persist in the near term.

Despite our expectations of higher equity market volatility, our outlook for 2018 remains positive 
for equity markets given consensus expectations related to global earnings growth (See Figure 1). The 
positive trend in corporate earnings led equity markets to record highs in January, and if the trend 
continues, markets should follow - even if the ride is bumpier than in previous years.

Recent concerns about global trade are 
currently providing headwinds for 
markets, as increased barriers to global 
trade can have a materially negative 
impact on earnings – especially related to 
large cap companies.  Keel Point has 
been particularly attuned to this risk and 
its potential impact on markets, as we

Figure 1:  Global Earnings Growth Consensus

Source:  Bloomberg

continue to assess President Trump’s evolving proposals related to tariffs and NAFTA.

After years of strength in traditional equity and fixed income markets, there has been a significant 
flow of capital into passive investing.  In recent years, active managers have struggled to generate 
returns that justify their fees, while the returns from the S&P 500 have made the case for a globally 
diversified portfolio difficult. Keel Point believes a more balanced investment approach is warranted 
for the longer term, and that the merit of both active management and diversification will be clearly 
seen during periods of market disruption. We were, therefore, pleased with the performance of 
client portfolios in February and March, as we observed our active managers and diversified 
exposure generally adding value relative to risk benchmarks during a period of increased market 
fluctuations and negative equity returns.

Despite the market trends of the last few years, Keel Point has continued to advocate for globally 
diversified portfolios with exposure to both active and passive investments, as we believe 
performance trends will inevitably fluctuate through time and that diversification will provide more 
downside protection during market corrections.

Capital Markets Update

After equity markets reached a new high on January 26th, the MSCI All Country World Index 
(“ACWI”) lost 7.78% to finish the quarter down 1.03%. Interest rates continued the upward trend 
established late in 2017, causing the Barclays US Aggregate Index (“AGG”) to finish the quarter 
worse than equities, down 1.46%. Investors saw the rapid return of volatility.  The level of the VIX,

2018 Year over Year Growth Estimate 21.5%
2019 Year over Year Growth Estimate 9.9%
2020 Year over Year Growth Estimate 9.0%

Long Term Growth Estimate 9.6%



a measure of market volatility, more 
than doubled on February 5th—
the largest percentage increase the
VIX has ever experienced over a 
single day.

Globally diversified investors
were rewarded during this 
drawdown period, as US equity 
markets experienced more severe 
losses than global equity markets. 
The S&P 500 Index (“S&P”) was 
down 10.10% from the high at its 
worst point, while the ACWI only 
lost 8.98% over the same period 
(see Figure 2). In addition, 
allocations to small cap equity 
and real estate, both of which 
were detrimental during the 
positive market environment in 
January, added value in the 
drawdown by outperforming 
both the ACWI and the S&P.

Active Management
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As previously mentioned, actively managed strategies have generally struggled to outperform 
benchmarks in recent years.  Active equity managers have had a particularly difficult time relative to 
passive ETF’s and often point to the lack of market volatility and the lack of dispersion within 
equity markets to explain their difficulty keeping up with their passive peers.

Though Keel Point is hesitant to place too much weight on performance over such a short time 
frame, the first quarter does provide an indication of active managers’ ability to navigate volatile 
market environments. Given our expectation that the market volatility in the first quarter is likely to 
continue, we were particularly interested in these results.

The first quarter was promising for active management, with Morningstar’s World Stock Category 
Average (a composite of actively managed equity funds) outperforming the ACWI year to date by 
0.62% and Morningstar’s Intermediate-Term Bond Category Average (a composite of actively 
managed fixed income funds) outperforming the AGG by 0.13%.  We would expect even better 
results from the active managers we incorporate into our equity and fixed income allocation since 
our manager selection process attempts to eliminate “closet indexers” to avoid paying managers that 
are not truly active. To that point, the two actively managed equity mutual funds in Keel Point 
model portfolios, the Morgan Stanley Institutional Growth Fund and the MFS International Value 
Fund, outperformed their regional benchmarks by 10.48% and 0.97% respectively year to date. The 
performance of these two managers during a period of negative equity returns is one of the primary

Figure 2:  Market Returns during Q1 Drawdown
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reasons why Keel Point prefers to allocate a portion of our equity exposure to active managers.

In broad fixed income, two of our managers, the PIMCO Income Fund and the DoubleLine Total 
Return Bond Fund outperformed the AGG by 1.19% and 0.94%, respectively year to date. In 
addition, within the unconstrained bond category, a group of funds attempting to allocate within 
fixed income markets such that they generate positive returns, even in periods of rising rates, the 
JPMorgan Strategic Income Opportunities Fund was up 0.28% for the year, while Morningstar’s
Non-Traditional Bond Category Average was up 0.12%, and the AGG was negative.

Tactical and Macro Strategies

We also observed better performance during the quarter in tactical and macro strategies that are 
typically managed with a mandate to benefit from upticks in market volatility. With respect to global 
macro hedge funds, which have struggled during recent periods of low volatility, this improvement 
was particularly encouraging.

Keel Point generally assesses tactical strategies, which Morningstar tracks with the World Allocation 
Category Average, based upon their ability to outperform a traditional 60% equity /40% fixed 
income portfolio, while we evaluate macro strategies based upon the manager’s ability to produce 
positive returns in all market environments – paying particular attention to their ability to do so 
during market disruptions.

Both global macro and tactical strategies added value to client portfolios during the quarter.  Keel 
Point co-manages a global macro fund with BlueArc Capital that invests in various hedge fund 
managers who trade markets based upon their assessment of macroeconomic trends, and we 
manage a tactical strategy that we trade based upon our assessment of the macroeconomic 
environment and the relative strength of various sectors, regions, and asset classes across capital 
markets.

Through the end of February (the March valuation is not yet available), the global macro fund was 
up 3.33% for the year - outpacing the ACWI, the AGG and its benchmark index.  The Keel Point 
tactical strategy was also positive in the first quarter, while the ACWI, the AGG and the Morningstar 
World Allocation Category Average were all negative.

Outlook

Although early indications in April signal a continuation of the volatility seen in capital markets 
during the first quarter, Keel Point remains optimistic about equity markets, as well as the 
positioning in our client portfolios. While this year is likely to be more volatile than previous years,
our expectations around earnings growth—
and thus, market returns—remain positive. 
With strong readings of unemployment, 
consumer confidence and wage growth 
relative to historical averages (see Figure 3), 
consumer spending, which is the primary 
driver of corporate earnings, should 
continue to increase.

Figure 3:  Economic Indicators for Consumer Spending

Current Median
(Last 7 Years)

Consumer Confidence (as of 3/31) 127.7 90.3
Wage Growth (as of 3/31) 2.6% 2.2%

Unemployment Rate (as of 12/31) 4.1% 5.7%
Source:  Bloomberg



Our view of the current market environment is that the recent increase in market volatility is more
of a return to normal market behavior than an indication that a recession is imminent.  As discussed
in February’s Investment Bulletin, the average intra-year correction for the S&P is roughly 14%, so
the volatility experienced thus far in 2018 is still well within historical norms.

For Keel Point clients, if the value provided during the first quarter by our diversified portfolio 
positioning and our actively managed strategies continues, portfolios should be well positioned for 
volatile markets during the rest of 2018.

~The Keel Point Investment Team
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